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Introduction and Methodology

'!be area seawardof the Territorial Sea off the Coast of Texaswasclosed
to shrimp fishing concurrently with the closure by Texas of their Territorial
Sea fromMay25 throogh July 14, 1982. '!bis is the secondyear that the
Departmentof Conmerce,National MarineFisheries Service (NMFS)has mandated
this concurrent closure. +naddition to their regulatory responsibilities,
the NMFShas also been req~ested by the Gulf of MexicoFishery Maragement
Council to thoroughly IIDnitorand evaluate the effects of the Texasclosure
regulation. In December1981, a report on the H'S' monitoring of the shrimp
fishery in the westem Gulf of Mexicoduring Maythrough August1981 waspre-
sented to the Gulf Council~ '!be NMFSalso nr:mitoredvarious aspects of the
closure regulation's effects during and inmediately following the 1982 period
and the purpose of this report is to present the analytical findings
regarding the closure's effects on ex-vessel prices and value. '!be report
also provides the estimated effects of the 1981 closure regulation for the
twelve-monthperiod beginning in Mayand ending in April 1982.

'!be theoretical rationale supporting this analysis is a straightforward
result of Shrimpbeing a "normal"good in which the demandfor a product is
inversely related to its prices. '!be demandfor shrimpat the ex-vessel
level is translated into the poundslamed and the price is assumedto be
influenced (inversely) by the quantity of landings. Consequently,since the
closure was anticipated to increase the aroountof larxl1ngs(the amunts of
poundslanded, but not necessarily the numberof shrimp), the ex-vessel price
l«>uldbe expected to decrease. Theprimary purpose of this research is to
empirically estimate the magnitudeof the price changesresulting from the
estimated changes in landings due to the closure regulation. Theestimated
changesin prices are used to provide empirical estimates of the amountthat
the ex-vessel value has changedas a result of the regulation.

'!be samemethodologywasused in the 1981 report presented to the Gulf
Council (Poffenberger, 1981 ani 1982); however,only the direct effects of
the Texasclosure regulation on ex-vessel prices and value of brownshrimp
were estimated. '!bis report expandsthat analysis by estimating the indirect
effects of the closure regulation on white and pink shrimp in the north
central Gulf am also on all the comnercial shrimp landed on the west CCBst
of Florida. As a result of this analytical apprcach, 24 equations are
required to estimate the effects of the change in brownShrimplandings on
shrimpprices throoghoot the Gulf of Mexico. That is, there are three sets
of equations - one for brownshrimp, one for pink and white and the third for
Florida shrimp - and each set has eight equations that coincide with the
eight marketing categories, whichare based on the size of the shrimp.

'!be basic statistical relationship required for estimating net ex-vessel
value is the relationship betweenprice am landings. Mlltiple linear
regression (ordinary least squares) wasused to estimate the price-landings
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relationship because this technique estimates the partial effects of a speci-
fic variable (in this analysis, landings) at the same time it includes the
effects of other variables correlated with the dependent variable (i.e., ex-
vessel price). The specific correlation with ex-vessel prices that is
required for this analysis is the correlation with the brownshrimp landings
variable. The coefficients of this variable in linear regression equation
specifications provide empirical estimates of the absolute relationship be-
tween ex-vessel price and landings over the 1971-80ten-year period. These
estimated coefficients are the slope of the respective price-landings curve
and are not estimates of the price flexibility of landings. The actual esti-
mated changes in ex-vessel prices were madeon a relative basis by
multiplying the estimated regression coefficients times the ratios of the
respective means of the price and landings data. These quantities are the
price flexibilities estimated at the meanand are multiplied times the per-
ca1tage change in brownshrimp landings to estimate the change in ex-vessel
prices.

Including data on other factors besides landings is important for a
complete specification of the regression equations. The literature on this
subject provides a fairly well defined set of variables that can be tested
and included if the respective relationship is justifiable statistically.
This report does not discuss the relative merit of these variables, but pre-
vious research indicates that the following variables are the important ones;
brownshrimp landings, landings of "other" sizes of shrimp depending on the
specific equation, the quantity of fresh and frozen imports, the aIlDuntof
inventories held in cold storage, real interest rates, real per capita
spending at eating and drinking ~fices, and real wholesale prices for the
respective marketing categories_ Not all of the regression equations,
hCMever,include each of these variables. A step-wise regression technique
was used to estimate the equations am. since this technique includes the
variables one at a time depending on the relative statistical significance of
the remaining variables, the "best" statistical fit for each equation was
madewhennot all of the remaining variables were significantly correlated
with the dependa1t variable.£! Consequently, the specification for each of
the price larrlings t equations have, for the mst part, different combinations
of these seven independent variables. The specifications for each of the
equations are listed in the Appendix(Table A.1).

For purposes of this analysis and to be consistent with other research
reports prepared to evaluate various aspects of the closure regulation, price
data are analyzed on a "biological" year basis. The biological year is
defined as Maythrough the following April. Thus, the analysis presented in
this report is done for two time periods. First, the effects on prices and
value are estimated for the twelve-monthperiod beginning in May1981and
ending in April 1982. The second time period is the four-month, Maythrough
August 1982. The analysis of the 1982 closure regulation is a preliminary
one, and is provided as assistance to the Gulf Council in their decision to
reconmendcontinuation or repeal of the DOC/H'Sregulation.
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Analytical Results

1981 Biological Year·

The estimated effects of the Texas closure regulation on ex-vessel prices
and value during May1981 through April 1982 are presented in this section.
The next section discusses these empirical results in IOOredetail am provi-
des a DDrein-depth interpretation of the estimates. Since 1981was the
first year that the regulation was in effect, a general question that should
be considered initially is .whether reported ex-vessel prices exhibited dif-
ferent patterns during the 1981-1982twelve-IOOnthperiod than they exhibited
historically. Shrimp prices (or prices in general) are difficult to evaluate
over long periods of time with simple IOOnthlyaverages. This difficulty is
due primarily to the trends am cyclical fluctuations that prices usually
exhibit. The trend componentsof the fluctations are caused by extraneous or
non-market influences (inflation for example). Thus, numerical ten-year
averages of shrimp prices for a particular IOOnthw::>uldnot provide a good
point of reference with which to makean evaluation about the DDvementof
DDnthlyshrimp prices during 1981 am 1982. In order to provide a II'Dre
realistic point of conparison for IOOnthlyshrimp prices, the regression
equations used to estimate the price flexibili ties for the ex-vessel value
calculations are used to predict 1981 arx11982II'Dnthlyshrimp prices.

Regression analysis is a reasonable approach because ordinary least
squares provides the "best" linear fit of the average IOOnthlyprices by the
respective independent variables. Thus, estimating 1981 am 1982 shrimp pri-
ces using the reported values for the independent variables (imports, whole-
sale prices, cold storage inventories, etc.) will provide best linear,
unbiased, estimates of "average" shrimp prices given the conditions that
occurred during 1981 am 1982. The actual reported prices and the predicted
prices are plotted in Figures 1, 2, and 3 for the three sets of regression
equations - i.e., the brownshrimp IOOdel,the white and pink shrimp IOOdel,
and the Florida IOOdelrespectively. Each figure has eight separate graphs
for the eight marketing categories am in each of the graphs the· solid line
is the reported prices and the broken line is the predicted prices.ll

As the similarity of the twOcurves in each of the 24 plots indicates,
the fit of the regression equation, in DDstcases, is quite good. This is
not surprising since the statistical fits of the regression equations as
indicated by the summarystatistics (AppendixTable A.1) are excellent. The
interpretation of these graphs, besides demonstrating the predictive quality
of the equations, is to showwhether the reported prices were similar in
IOOvementarxi magnitude to the predicted prices. If the estimated prices
(i.e., the broken lines) are less than the reported prices, than the market
did not react "as mucbas" it could have on the average given the magnitude
of the independent parameters reported during 1981 and 1982. Onthe other
harxi, if the solid line is. below the broken line, then the market reacted
more than the least squares average. The graphs in Figures 1 through 3
display examples of both greater and lesser reactions of the shrimp narket to
the conditions in 1981 am 1982. There are no clear indications that monthly
shrimp prices displayed any unexpected pattems during or after the Texas
closure regulation in June am July, 1981.
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Since the sameregression equations were used to estimate the respective
price flexibilities for the eight size categories for each of the three
models, and these equations provided a good representation of prices during
1981 am 1982, these lTDdelsare considered quite reliable. The individual
equations in this set of 24 equations were developed to estimate the respec-
tive changes in ex-vessel prices as a function of the (partial) effects of a
change in brownshrimp landings with the effects of other factors statisti-
cally correlated with ex-vessel prices included in the regression equations,
but held constant. The changes in brownshrimp landings were estimated
assuming the closed area was open to fishing during the May22 to July 15
period (NiChols, 1982). The differences in lTDnthlylandings between the
reported and estimated landings are provided in Table 1. The absolute dif-
ferences are listed in the top portion of the table and the relative or per-
centage differences are presented in the lower portion. In both portions of
this table a negative sign indicates that the estimated landings are greater
than the reported landings statistics. As wouldbe anticipated, the esti-
mted landings during Mayand June (i. e., the main part of the closure) were
greater than the reported landings; but by July the reported landings were
greater than the estimated landings. At the end of August, the estimated
increase in landings due to the closure regulation was 3.3 million pounds.
The total increase in landings for the 1981biological year was estimated at
3.9 million pounds (Nichols, 1982).

The percentage change in landings is the basis for estimating the change
in ex-vessel prices and consequently value. The percentages listed in the
bottom portion of Table 1 are combinedwith the estimated coefficients from
the regression equations and the product provides the percentage change in
prices or the price flexibility estimates calculated at the mean (Appendix
Table A.2). The estimated prices for brownshrimp landed in the north
central Gulf of Mexicoare provided in the bottom portion of Table 2 and the
reported (weighted average) ex-vessel prices for brownshrimp are presented
in the top portion of this table. For two of the coltmll'lsin this table, the
estimated prices are identical to the reported prices. This is due to the
specification of the regression equations for the (15 and 41-50 size cate-
gories. Ex-vessel prices were not correlated with brownshrimp landings for
either of these two size categories; thus, prices were assumed to remain the
samewhether the regulated area was opened or closed. Estimated ex-vessel
prices for white and pink shrimp in the north central Gulf and all coomercial
species landed on the west coost of Florida are presented in Tables 3 and 4
respecti vely • As in Table 2, the upper portions of Tables 3 and 4 provide
the reported prices for the respective lTDnthsand size categories and the
lower portions provide the estimated prices.

The calculation of ex-vessel value is, of course, simply the product of
price times the aIlOuntof pounds landed. The estimated changes in lTDnthly
ex-vessel value for the three models are presented in Table 5. Brownshrimp
is the only species mose landings are directly affected by the areal
closure; however, since all shrimp prices are interrelated, it is reasonable
to anticipate some indirect effects on other shrimp prices. Thus, two lTDdels
(or groups of equations) were developed to measure the indirect or spillover



Table 1.
Difference in Brown Shrimp Landings if Regulated Area is Closed or Opened - by Size

Absolute Difference
(15 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 51-67 )67

1981 May -32552. -111613. -93063. -101753. -81136. -14491- -23426. 362532.
Jun -16611. -49649. -79405. -69650. -200641- -442799. -524336. 806528.
Jul 6943. 62973. 244597. 576422. 1569303. -424810. -439871. -338062.
Aug 16727. 239364. 377734. 483039. 1026062. 194086. 226987. 189058.
Sep 31005. 58590. -239660. -15045. 129904. 84348. 221329. 70741-
Oct -12074. -198177. -136760. 189856. 87594. 83862. 98933. 2582.
Nov -45934. -243897. -250253. -79421. -140845. -31350. -19094. 4166.
Dee -16224. 14412. -96651- -26764. -66977. -17873. -10615. 942.
Jan 31427. 168182. 186489. 67850. 83098. 7825. 6746. 1295.
Feb 85248. 215123. 94401- 97308. 70842. 12375. 7396. 419.
Mar -3323. 29755. -20883. -1737. -14646. -2601- -2196. 5520.
Apr -14114. 25935. -12261- -1965. -8043. -6160. -5689. -295.

Percentage Difference
(15 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 51-67 )67

1981 May -1-719 -1.731 -1-175 -1-015 -0.373 -0.064 -0.054 0.027
Jun -1-328 ~0.660 -0.782 -0.436 -0.209 -0.239 -0.110 0.050
Jul 0.293 0.402 0.411 0.378 0.211 -0.100 -0.119 -0.079
Aug 0.273 0.452 0.225 0.163 0.128 0.094 0.099 0.180
Sep 0.365 0.106 -0.119 . -0.008 0.067 0.175 0.354 0.621
Oct -0.248 -0.308 -0.085 0.189 0.115 0.274 0.384 0.092
Nov -0.598 -0.221 -0.222 -0.160 -0.217 -0.165 -0.157 0.106
Dee -0.193 0.014 -0.130 -0.082 -0.118 -0.1.63 -0.127 0.037

1982 Jan 0.451 0.462 0.477 0.443 0.457 0.407 0.401 0.435
Feb 0.606 0.473 0.356 0.462 0.391 0.365 0.358 0.203
Mar -0.045 0.111 -0.134 -0.021 -0.197 -0.392 -0.306 0.441 t-'Apr -0.663 0.140 -0.133 -0.039 -0.117 -0.280 -0.235 -0.008 t-'



Table 2•
•.....

Reported and Estimated Prices for Brown Shrimp by Size N

Reported Prices
(15 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 51-67 )67

1981 May 5.593 5.477 5.092 4.288 3.304 3.022 2.597 0.790
Jun 5.694 5.399 4.939 3.848 2.837 2.426 2.001 1.060
Jul 5.549 5.097 4.117 3.149 2.432 2.178 2.005 1.321
Aug 5.317 4.401 3.338 2.789 2.387 2.167 2.015 1.377
Sep 5.704 4.995 3.890 3.290 2.920 2.530 2.359 1.775
Oct 5.675 4.754 3.880 3.423 3.006 2.537 2.385 1.657
Nov 6.267 5.304 4.401 3.828 3.234 2.645 2.407 1.576
Dee 6.433 5.281 4.413 3.778 3.307 2.650 2.389 1.534

1982 Jan 6.838 5.611 4.705 4.207 3.643 2.838 2.506 1.803
Feb 6.967 6.073 5.212 4.736 4.405 3.468 3.058 2.342
Mar 6.787 6.020 5.366 4.943 4.344 3.565 2.947 2.195
Apr 6.392 5.906 5.599 5.413 5.304 4.229 3.267 2.227

Estimated Prices
(15 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 51-67 )67

1981 May 5.593 5.380 4.959 4.210 3.302 3.022 2.599 0.790
Jun 5.694 5.335 4.853 3.811 2.830 2.426 2.011 1.060
Jul 5.549 5.129 4.215 3.170 2.420 2.178 2.006 1.321
Aug 5.317 4.416 3.354 2.798 2.389 2.167 2.013 1.379
Sep 5.704 4.986 3.880 3.286 2.925 2.530 2.362 1.780
Oct 5.675 4.748 3.872 3.425 3.014 2.537 2.382 1.658
Nov 6.267 5.286 4.379 3.815 3.228 2.645 2.412 1.577
Dee 6.433 5.271 4.400 3.771 3.302 2.650 2.394 1.535

1982 Jan 6.836 5.651 4.755 4.240 3.658 2.838 2.494 1.808
Feb 6.967 6.106 5.253 4.769 4.421 3.468 3.045 2.344
Mar 6.787 6.008 5.350 4.935 4.328 3.565 2.964 2.200
Apr 6.392 5.894 5.582 5.404 5.290 4.229 3.280 2.227



Table 3.
Rep:>rtedand Estimated Prices for Pink and White Shrimp by Size

Rep:>rtedPrices
(15 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 51-67 )67

1981.May 5.703 5.536 5.033 4.183 3.351 3.008 2.•628 1.366
Jm 5.567 5.442 4.952 3.978 3.047 2.534 2.061 1.549
Jul 5.228 2.265 4.752 3.506 2.533 2.331 1.763 1.071
Aug 4.947 4.551 3.719 2.935 2.400 1.986 1.625 1.029
Sep 5.568 5.202 4.225 3.282 2.728 2.302 2.003 1.236
Oct 5.712 5.058 4.088 3.433 2.949 2.366 1.935 1.239
Nov 6.407 5.380 4.433 3.758 3.146 2.531 2.075 1.351
Dee . ·6.317 5.484 4.471 3.739 3.144 2.578 2.119 1.254

1982 Jan 6.634 5.703 4.766 4.054 3.483 2.808 2.378 1.291
Feb 6.930 6.064 5.152 4.485 3.997 3.202 2.653 1.455
Mar 6.947 6.065 5.359 4.846 4.211 3.493 2.927 1.937
Apr 6.495 6.003 5.544 5.148 4.727 3.850 3.019 2.092

Estimated Prices
(15 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 51-67 )67

1981 May 5.703 5.489 4.967 4.303 3.385 3.015 2.169 1.367
Jm 5.567 5.411 4.909 3.984 3.030 2.555 1.757 1.551
Jul 5.228 5.281 4.773 3.466 2.500 2.339 1.765 1.068
Aug 4.947 4.558 3.729 3.117 2.401 1.979 1.765 1.034
Sep 5.568 5.197 4.219 3.130 2.748 2.288 2.011 1.258
Oct 5.712 5.055 4.084 3.337 2.981 2.343 2.017 1.242
Nov 6.407 5.371 4.422 3.916 3.142 2.546 2.029 1.355
Dee 6.317 5.479 4.465 3.990 3.130 2.593 2.012 1.256

1982 Jan 6.634 5.723 4.792 4.305 3.504 2.768 2.098 1.307
Feb 6.930 6.079 5.173 4.702 4.021 3.161 2.483 1.464
Mar 6.947 6.059 5.351 5.011 4.150 3.542 2.424 1.962 l-'

Apr 6.495 5.997 5.535 5.430 4.674 3.888 2.644 2.091 w



Table 4.
Reported and Estimated Prices of Shrimp Landed on Florida West Coast by Size

•.....
Reported Prices .s::--

(IS 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 51-67 )67
1981 May 5.150 4.758 4.364 3.952 3.388 2.774 2.290 1.415

Jun ·5.160 4.870 4.351 3.912 3.138 2.530 1.837 1.190
Jul 5.306 4.990 4.383 3.578 2.663 2.160 1.915 1.270
Aug 4.709 4.280 3.543 3.097 2.331 1.945 1.804 1.031
Sep 4.751 4.517 3.775 3.307 2.714 2.307 1.961 1.180
Oct 4.951 4.502 4.000 3.573 2.799 2.269 2.092 1.208
Nov 5.421 4.882 4.144 3.641 3.047 2.469 2.121 1.003
Dee 5.772 4 •.967 4.060 3.641 3.091 2.250 ,2.165 1.229

1982 Jan 5.850 5.141 4.340 3.764 3.221 2.482 2.251 1.322
Feb 6.267 5.591 4.767 4.222 3.555 2.941 2.523 1.600
Mar 6.425 5.702 5.075 4.567 3.852 3.151 2.694 1.570
Apr 6.404 5.558 5.208 4.774 4.155 3.407 2.963 1.653

Estimated Prices
<15 15-20 21-25 26-30 31-40 41-50 51-67 )67

1981 May 5.150 4.995 4.596 4.314 3.094 2.774 2.348 1.414
Jun 5.160 4.942 4.501 3.971 2.819 2.530 1.926 1.188
Jul 5.306 4.749 3.924 3.425 2.487 2.160 1.936 1.274
Aug 4.709 4.095 3.138 3.077 2.451 1.945 1.895 1.025
Sep 4.751 '4.641 3.580 3.227 2.866 2.307 2.001 1.152
Oct 4.951 4.425 3.618 3.376 2.945 2.269 2.013 1.204
Nov 5.421 4.944 4.116 3.853 2.970 2.469 2.062 0.999
Dee 5.772 4.935 4.ll8 3.929 3.045 2.520 2.071 1.228

1982 Jan 5.850 5.297 4.419 4.279 3.301 2.482 2.041 1.301
Feb 6.267 5.702 4.807 4.779 3.959 2.941 2.407 1.588
Mar 6.425 5.582 4.923 5.051 3.948 3.151 2.542 1.545
Apr 6.404 5.472 5.113 5.509 4.762 3.407 2.733 1.654
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Table 5.
Monthly Totals of Estimated Olanges in Ex-Vessel Value

For the Respective Species and Area*

Year Month Brown Shrimp other Species Florida
1981 May -1,735,926 4,090 -49,663

Jun -2,877 ,850 56,418 -14,556
Jul 4,718,201 -10,044 87,568
Aug 7,277,734 -149,650 10,694
Sep 752,256 190,222 19,822
Oct -163,095 25,185 56,749
Nov -3,499,677 -65,759 -18,374
Dee -821,892 4,700 -28,440

1982 Jan 2,643,347 -6,811 -160,574
Feb 3,211,696 -5,015 -93,241
Mar -23,603 56,166 48,699
Apr 99,445 31,385 -165,344

Annual Total 9,381,746 130,892 -346,304

* Negative values indicate that the prices estimated assuming that the closure
area was open are greater than the reported prices.
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effects
4

of the closure regulation on pink am ~ite shrimp prices am Florida
pricesJ The estimated spillover effects of the Texas closure regulation
are shown in the last two columns of Table 5.

The direct and largest monetary effects of the closure regulation were on
the brownshrimp catches off the cca.st of Texas; however, it is reasonable to
expect the brownshrimp prices in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama.would
also be affected. The analytical constraints of the biological simulations
(Nichols, 1982), however, do not provide a state-by-state breakdownof land-
ings estimated under the assumption that the closed area had been opened.
Consequently, measuring the effects on brownshrimp prices in these three
states is difficult without estimates of the changes in brownshrimp landings
on a state-by-state basis. As an approximation it is assumed that all of the
changes in landings occurred in Texas and that the effects on ex-vessel pri-
ces in Louisiana, MissiSSi~?i, and Alabama.are a result of the changes in
Texas brownshrimp prices_ The estimated changes in brownshrimp prices
are multiplied by the reported landings of brownshrimp in three states to
get the change in ex-vessel value resulting from the closure regulation.
These estimates are presented in the lower portion of Table 6 and the esti-
mates of changes in ex-vessel value for the estimated changes in Texas land-
ings are presented in the top portion the the table. The empirical results
of the rodel estimating the effects on the ex-vessel value of landings in
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama.do not follow an anticipated pattem,
~ich would be opposite to that exhibited by the ex-vessel value estimates
madefor Texas landings. The interpretation of these empirical estimates
will be discussed further in the Discussion section •.

1982Preliminary Est imates

The areal closure off the cca.st of Texas during May25 through July ·14,
1982 is analyzed similar to that just described for the closure during 1981.
However, since the data for Maythrough August 1982 are preliminary, two sce-
narios have been estimated for the landings under the assumption that the
area was opened to fiShing. For brevity, only the IOOnthlytotals (sumnarized
over all size categories) for the two scenarios are presented. One scenario
was estimated employing the pattern of fishing effort exhibited during 1979
and these estimates are presented in Table 7. Analtemative pattem of
fishing effort was used to estimate the second scenario am the landings and
ex-vessel value resulting from this scenario are presented in Table 8.

The 1979 fishing effort pattems resulted in changes in the estimated
anDunt of landings that are slightly different than the first four IOOnthsof
the 1981 biological year. As shown in Table 7, larxUngs are estimated to be
slightly negative in May, positive in June and July, and negative again in
August. The net change for these four m:>nthsis a decrease of 1.3 million
pounds, which results in a loss of 7.5 million dollars. The estimated
changes in ex-vessel value for pink and white shrimp and all species landed
in Florida do not totally follow a pattem opposite to the changes in brown
shrimp landings; but the total for the four-lOOnthperiod is an estimated 0.7
am 1.4 million dollar increase for the two IOOdelsrespectively.
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Table 7.

Estimated It>ntilly Changes in Landings and Ex-Vessel Value Based on

1979 Fishing Effort Patterns·

Change in Change in Ex-vessel Value
Months BrownShrimp
1982 Landings BrownShrimp Other Species Florida

May -876,014 -4,000,656 228,656 217,959

Jun 1,320,795 -6,630,543 217,291 765,564

Jul 1,873,499 6,621,697 16,543 212,406

Aug -997,987 -3,188,911 216,233 153,995

Total -1,321,297 -7,498,413 738,723 1,409,292

* Negative values indicate that the estimated ex-vessel value assuming the clo-

sure area is greater than the reported ex-vessel value.
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The estimated ronthly changes that were a result of the alternative sce-
nario of fishing effort (Table 8) also display patterns different than the
same four ronths in 1981. For this alternative, the difference bet\lleenthe
reported landings and the baseline landings estimated under the assumption
that the area was open to fishing are inmeasurable for Mayand June. In
July, the estimated change was a positive 1.3 million pounds but in August,
the change was a negative 0.9 million pounds. The net change, therefore, was
an increase in brownshrimp landings of 0.5 million pounds to the fishery.
This net increase in landings, hO\llever, resulted in a net decrease in
ex-vessel value to the fishery of 1.9 million dollars. The negative dif-
ference in landings estimated for August and the higher prices estimated for
this month caused the net loss for this four-month period.

Discussion

In the previous sections, the regression IOOdelsand the empiriCal esti-
mates resulting from those rodels were presented for the 1981 biological year
(Maythrough April of the following year) and preliminary estimates were made
for the first four ronths in the 1982 biological year. This section further
discusses these empiriCal estimates by interpreting them from a comparative,
as well as a logical perspective.

As Figures 1, 2, and 3 indicated the statistical regression equations
provided a good representation of 1981 prices for the respective size and
species of shrimp landEd in the Gulf of Mexico. Recall that the purpose of
this report, and hence the IOOdelspecification, was to estimate the effects
of a regulation that caused changes in brownshrimp landings on ex-vessel
prices and value reported at ports throughout the Gulf of Mexico. The amly-
sis was extendEd to measure the spillover (or indirect) effects on ex-vessel
prices and value of other cOImlercialspecies of shrimp landEd throughout the
Gulf. It is quite possible that the empirical requirements of the amlysis
have decreased the "statistical quality" of this m:x:lel(or xoodels) relative
to other potential nodel specifications; hO\llever,specifications of other
IWdels wouldnot have permitted the measurementof the regulation's effects
on the desired ex-vessel values.

Oneof the IIDst severe statistical constraints in amlyzing the effects
of the closure regulation was the large annunt of correlation between shrimp
prices for the three cOIl'lDercialspecies reported at different geOgraphical
areas throughout the Gulf of Mexico. Measuring the direct effect of changes
in brownshrimp landings on prices was the primary analytical consideration;
however, this close correlation between brownshrimp prices and the prices of
pink and white shrimp could also result in an indirect effect on non-brown
shrimp prices. Specifying someof the IOOdelsto account for this potential
indirect effect, as \Ilell as the arithmetic involved in calculating the esti-
mated changes in ex-vessel value (i.e., the landings in size class could be
large one year relative to the landings during the 1971-1980 data amlysis
period and therefore, provide an over-representation of that size class in
the weighted average), raised someconcerns about the empirical estimates
generated by the regression equations.
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Table 8.
Estimated Monthly Changes in Landings and Ex-Vessel Value Based on

Different Fishing Effort Patterns.

Months Change in Change in Ex-vessel Value
1982 Brown Shrimp

Landings BrownShrimp Other Species Florida

May 176,705 250,587
Jun 216,129 741,210
Jul 1,333,450 2,314,707 21,417 215,064
Aug -871 ,382 -4,186,906 237,617 158,564
Total 462,068 -1,872,199 651,868 1,365,425

• Negative values indicate that the estimated ex-vessel value assuming the clo-

sure area is greater than the reported ex-vessel value.
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The evaluation of empirical results is always difficult, but as an ini-
tial test the estimated results should follow the direction of the price
changes suggested by economictheory. Comparisonsof the estimted signs or
the regression coefficients are provided in Table 9 for the estimated changes
in brownshrimp landings, ex-vessel value, prices, ex-vessel value of white
and pink shrimp and the ex-vessel value of landings reported in Florida.
Only the signs of the estimated empirical values for the 1981 data are pre-
sented in this table and the signs listed in the last four colunmsshould be
comparedto the signs in the first colunm. The reason for these comparison
are, of course, that the fundamental changes of the closure regulation are on
brownshrimp landings and all the other changes are a direct or indirect
(spillover) effect of the change in landings.

The change in ex-vessel value of brownshrimp due to a change in landings
can be separated into two componentsthat are opposite in effect. If lan:!-
ings increase, prices should decrease; but the change in ex-vessel value will
be the net effect of the landings increase and the price decrease. Thus, the
sign of the brownshrimp price effect (colunm3) should be opposite the sign
of the change in brownshrimp landings and depending on the magnitude of the
price flexibility estimates, the sign of the ex-vessel value of
brownshrimp could be either positive or negative. Reviewingthe third
colunmin Table 9 indicates that the signs of the m:mthly totals for June,
Septemberand October are opposite the theoretically anticipated signs. The
annual summa~ionof these estimates, however, has a negative sign, as would
be eXPectedJ

The signs of the estimated effects on the ex-vessel value of pink and
white shrimp are presented in the fourth colunm. Three nnnths, September,
October and November,have signs that are theoretically unanticipated and the
empirical magnitudes of these coefficients are sufficient to cause the sign
of the annual summationof these nnnthly estimates to be positive instead of
an anticipated negative one.

The signs of the nnnthly estimates for the Florida IOOdelare presented in
the last colunmof Table 9. Only four of the twelve nnnthly estimates have
the anticipated signs; however, the amual summationfor this model does have
a negative sign as theory would suggest. This result is caused by the rela-
tively large landings reported during November,December,January an:!
February (the major seasonal period for the Tortugas fishery) and the nega-
tive signs estimated for the change in prices during these four IOOnths. In
other words, the negative quantity estimated for the amual sumis caused by
the arithmetic of the estimates and not the adequacy of the IOOdel.

The implications that are suggested from the comparisons in Table 9 are
somewhatinteresting. For the white and pink shrimp models, thelaooings in
Septemberand October for the 26-30 size categories daninated the other size
categories and thus, the seasonal increases of white shrimp landings during
these roonthsaccounted for. positive change in the ex-vessel value for 1981.
Similarly, large aDDuntsof landings during the winter months resulted in the
amual negative changes in ex-vessel value for the comnercial species landed
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Table 9.
Comparisonsof the Signs of the E9timated Changes in the Respective

Landings and Ex-Vessel Values

May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dee
Jan
Feb
Mar
ApI"

Total

Brown
Shrimp
Landings

+
+
+
+

+
+

-+

Brown
Shrimp
Value

+
+
+
-(1)

+
+

-+

Brown other
Shrimp Species
Prices Value

+ +
-(2) +

+(3) +(5)
+(4) +(6)
+ -(7)
+ +

+ +
+ +

-+

Florida
Value (8)

+
+

+

+

1) The unanticipated sign is caused by the relatively larger change in prices
for the 15-20 and 21-25 size categories comparedto the 26-30, 51-67 and .
)67 size categories.

2) 51-67 size shrimp are a positive function of 41-50 size landings and a
negative function of 51-67 size landings. For June, the landings of 41-50
size shrimp daninate the direction of the price change; therefore, esti-
mated prices decrease instead of increasing as the decrease in brownshrimp
landings suggests.

3) Size categories 15-20 and 51-67 are a function of 21-25 size and 41-50
ccunt shrimp, respectively. Since the 21-25 and 41-50 categories have price
changes opposite the anticipated changes in the 15-20 and 51-67 size cate-
gories and the relative magnitude of 21-25 size category daninates the lan-
dings, these two categories (15-20 and 51-67) have opposite signs and they
cause the monthly total to have a positive sign instead of a negative one.

4) Size class 21-25 dominates the nxmthly total and the sign of that value is
positive.

5) The amountof landings in the 26-30 size class daninated this monthly total
and since the price change is brownshrimp was positive, the change esti-
IlBted change in the other shrimp prices was positive also.

6) The sign on the 26-30 size category was positive instead of an anticipated
negative sign; furthernnre, the relative magnitude of landings (white and
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pink) were large which caused the mnthly totals to be positive. So in 114
above, the price of 26-30 count is estimated as a function of bro~ shrimp
prices and the change in this price was positive yielding a positive change
in the white and pink shrimp prices.

7) Again, the 26-30 size category has an unexpected negative sign and the
estimated change in ex-vessel value dominates the mnthly total.

8) The majority of the signs are different from the anticipated sign based on
the change in landings - i.e., columnone. '!he unanticipated signs are due
to the DDdelspecifications for the Florida prices lotlich is a result of the
insignificant relationships between Florida prices and bro~ shrimp lan-
dings. '!he negative sign on the annual total is the anticipated sign, but
this is due to the large landings in December,January, February and March
and not due to the theoretically correct pattem of signs.
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in Florida. Therefore, as a general conclusion regarding the two lOOdels
estimated to measure the spillover effects, the estimates (summarized
armually) are daninated by the seasonal landings for the respect! ve nxxiels
mre so than the effects that changes in brown shrimp landings (caused by the
closure regulation) had on them.

'!he other attempt to measure indirect (or spillover) effects from the
regulation were the effects on brownshrimp prices reported in LouiSiana,
Mississippi, and Alabama. These results for May1981 through April 1982 were
presented in Table 6. Reviewing these estimates by size categories, it is
obvious that the ex-vessel values estimated for June, July and August for the
31-40 size category dcminate the mnthly and consequently the armual changes
in ex-vessel value for the three state mdel (lower portion of Table 6). '!he
results of a nx>delthat are dcminated by a few monthly changes in a single
size category provide reason for some question. '!here are two reasons that
the mdel specification measuring these brown shrimp spillover effects is
inappropriate. First, Nichols (1982) considers the brown shrimp stock to be
continuous throughout the north central Gulf and therefore, simulation esti-
mates for changes in landings are not available on a state-by-state basis.
As an approximation, it is assumed that all of the changes in larrlings are
made in Texas arrl that the effects on the ex-vessel value of bram shrimp
landed in Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabamaare a result of changes in pri-
ces.

'!he second reason is due to the close statistical correlation in. brown
shrimp prices between those reported for Texas and the other three states.
'!he statistical analyses done in search of an adequate nxxiel clearly
dem:mstrated that ex-vessel prices for separate states are, for the mst
part, not significantly correlated with the landings reported in the respec-
tive states. Prices on a state-by-state basis are, however, significantly
correlated with total brown Shrimp landings in the north central Gulf. '!hus
the market for brownshrimp appears to be detennined by landings throughout
the north central Gulf and a state-by-state estimate is inappropriate.

'!he interpretations of the empirical estimates madeby the mdels speci-
fied to measure the indirect (or spillover) effects of the closure regulation
probably should be considered with caution. Furtherroore, the magnitudes
of these estimates are fairly small relative to the estimated increases in
landings and ex-vessel value of brownshrimp. The mst imPOrtant results of
these analyses are the estimated effects on ex-vessel brown shrimp prices and
value. Referring back to Table 5, the estimated increase in brown shrimp
landings as a result of the regulation was 3.9 million pounds, which resulted
in an increase in gross revenue to the fishery of 9.4 million dollars during
the Maythrough April 1981 biOlogical year.

For comparative purposes, the empirical results for the first four nx>nths
of 1981 and 1982 are compared. '!he increase in brown shrimp landings during
Maythrough August 1981 was estimated to be 3.3 million pounds or an increase
in ex-vessel value of 7.5 million dollars. During the same four mnths in
1982, the estimated change in landings was a negative 1.3 million pounds with
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an ex-vessel value of 7.5 million dollars (the 1979 based fishing pattern
scenario presented in Table 7). The same estimated ex-vessel values (but for
different am:mntof lamings) between 1981 am 1982, albeit opposite in
direction, is due to the difference in ex-vessel prices. Although a detailed
aralysis of these price trends is beyond the scope of this paper, several
potential causes can be easily cited. First, domestic lamings were much
lower in 1982 than in 1981. In addition, dealers am prooessors maintained
inventories well below the 1971-1980 ten year monthly averages (Figure 4), in
part because of the high interest rates. Another possible contributing fac-
tor was the irability of foreign imports to supplement the poor domestic har-
vests. Although foreign imports were about the same as the monthly ten-year
averages, (Figure 5), substantial increases in imports ~uld have been
expected in response to the higher U.S. prices and low domestic supply.
Thus, it is reasonable to presume that the combination of these three factors
resulted in the inability of the quantity supplied to meet the quantity
dananded, thus, forcing the ex-vessel price to increase.

Increases in ex-vessel prices were also responsible for the net loss in
ex-vessel value at the end of the Ma.ythrough August period for the second
scenario in the 1982 analysis (Table 8). Even thoogh there was a net
increase in landings (about 0.5 million pounds), the ex-vessel price weighted
over all size categories was $4.81 per pound in August, which was a $3.07 per
pound increase over the $1.74 per pound average for July. This increase in
price was 64 percent in 1982 whereas the July to August increase in 1981 was
only 12 percent. Muchof the 1982 July to August price increase was not,
however, caused by a general increase in year-to-year prices, but by a change
in the size distribution of the landings. In July 1982, about 90 percent of
the difference in landings (i.e., the difference between the reported land-
ings with the area closed and the simulated lamings assuming the area was
opened) was in the two smallest size categories, 51-67 and )67 categories.
The distribution in August, however, had changed so that about 60 percent of
the difference was in the mediumsize categories, 21-25 to 31-40 categories.
Consequently, the net loss estinated for the second scenario was due largely
to a shift in the distribution of the size of shrimp to larger, I1Drecostly
sizes.

In conclusion this report should be able to provide answers to the follow-
ing two questions - does the analysis provided reasonable estimates of the
direct and indirect effects on ex-vessel prices and value of larrlings in the
Gulf of Mexicoand if so, what are the magnitudes of those effects? Attempts
were nade to measure the effects of the closure regulation on pink and white
shrimp prices in the north central Gulf am the regulation's effect on shrimp
prices in Florida. The regression results from these analyses indicate that
landings during the peak months in these two areas dominated the calculations
of ex-vessel value. Furthernore, the nagnitude of these estinates were
generally small relative to the Changes in landings and ex-vessel value of
brownshrimp. Similarily,regression analysis was used to measure the
spillover effects of the closure regulation on brownshrimp prices reported

. in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. The results of these analyses indi-
cated that the I1Ddelsused were inappropriate and did not ade:Iuately measure
these effects.
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The bl"O\tll'lshrimp model, on the other hand, provides quite reasonable
results for both the 1981 and 1982 time periods. For the first four m:mths
of the 1981 biological year, the estimated increase in brownshrimp landings
was 3.3 million pounds with a combination of increases and decreases in the
other eight months resulting in a net increase for the year of 3.9 million
pounds. The estimated increase in ex-vessel value for the first four IOOnths
was 7.5 million dollars and the total increase for the year was an additional
1.9 million dollars or an amual total of 9.4 million dollars. Estimates of
the preliminary data on brownshrimp landings for 1982 indicate a different
pattem from the changes than were estimated for the Maythrough August
period in 1981. Consequently, two scenarios were estimated using alternative
patterns of fishing effort in an attempt to IOOreclearly analyze these inter-
year differences. The estimated changes in larrlings for the two scenarios
were a decrease of 1.3 million pounds and an increase of 0.5 million pounds.
The respective changes in ex-vessel value for the two scenarios were .
decreases of 7.5 and 1.9 million dollars.

Although the empirical estimates for the difference in ex-vessel value
resulting from the 1982 closure regulation indicate a fairly substantial net
decrease for Mayto August, an important qualification should be emphasized
regarding these estimates. The general conclusion reached by Nichols (1982)
from all analytical techniques was that the differences or changes in brown
shrimp landings in 1982 due to the regulation were below the detectable range
(i.e., essentially unmeasurable) by these techniques. The concomitant esti-
nates for the difference in ex-vessel value, however, are IOOrecomplexsince
the estimated differences in ex-vessel values are a direct result of two fac-
tors. The first factor is a general increase in ex-vessel prices between
1981 and 1982. More importantly, however, the relative magnitudes of the
estimated "net losses" in 1982 tmlike the gain in 1981 are IOOreaffected by
the size distribution of shrimp in the monthly differences between the
reported brownshrimp landings and the VPAsimulation estimates, which assume
the closed area was opened to fishing. The estinated empirical difference in
ex-vessel value due to the closure regulation during 1982 is a result of the
relatively large ex-vessel prices associated with the simulated differences
in larrlings rather than the differences in larrlings thanselves. Therefore,
the magnitudes of the estimated change in ex-vessel value for the 1982 c~o-
sure should be considered with less confidence than the 1981 estimates.1
Since the estimated changes·in brom shrimp larrlings in 1982 are below a
detectable range, the estimated differences in ex-vessel values, which use
the estimated changes in landings as their empirical basis, can be no more
precise and therefore should also be considered in an undetectable range.

Froma decision-making perspective, the estimated economiceffects of the
closure regulation during 1981 are definitely positive arrl the empirical
estimates are realistic. The estimates for 1982, on the other hand, should
be considered less reliable empirically. Qualitatively, however, the amly-
sis of the 1982 closure strongly indicates a very small or perhaps even a
slightly negative impact on the shrimp fishery in the north western Gulf of
Mexico•.
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Footnotes

1• Several recent reports that discuss the types of factors influencing the
IOOvementof ex-vessel shrimp prices are: BloIID,1979, Chiu, 1980;
Poffenberger, 1981 and Thompsonand Roberts, 1982.

2. For a discussion of this technique see Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences, Version VI.

3. Several of the individual graphs in Figures 1, 2, and 3 only have solid
lines. The regression equations used to estimate the DDnthlyprices for
these size categories did not have a statistical relationship between ex-
vessel prices and brownshrimp landings. Thus, the estimated pric~ are
the sameas the reported prices and only one line is required.

4. Several of the regression equations that were used to measure the
indirect effects were specified with ex-vessel brownshrimp prices as an
independent variable. AppendixTable A.1 presents the equation specifi-
cations for all the IIDdels.

5. As with the pink and white shrimp model and the Florida DDdel, the
regression specifications to measure the spillover price effects on
Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabamabrownshrimp prices also included
Texas brownshrimp prices as an independent variable (See footnote 4).

6. The footnotes, identified by the numbers in parenthesis, in Table 9
describe the effects that have caused the estimates to have the signs
listed in this table.

7. This does not imply that the analytical techniques used to mke these
empirical estimates are suspect. It should be clearly understood that
stating the 1982 empirical estimtes of change in ex-vessel value should
be considered with less confidence than the 1981 estimtes does not imply
that there is less confidence in the ability of the analytical techniques
to measure a difference in landings. Wehave considerable confidence in
the estimates; the confidence is, however, that the estimated change in
landings as a result of the 1982 closure is very small and har~:Uydetec-
table.
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Appendix Table A.1

Regression Equations with Sl.JlIIDal"'yStatistics

Description of variables:

PB = price of bram shrimp landed in north central Gulf of Mexico;

LB = landings (in 100,000 pounds) of brown shrimp in north central Gulf
of Mexico;

PO = price of pink and white shrimp landed in north central Gulf of
Mexico;

landings (100,000 poonds) of pink and white shrimp in north central
Gulf of Mexico;

price of the three coomercial species of shrimp landed on the west
ccast of Florida;

larxUngs (100,000 pounds) of the three coomercial species of shrimp
landed on the west ccast of Florida;

wholesale prices reported by the Fulton Fish Market in NewYork -
NMFS,Market News, NewYork office;

dummyvariable for seasonality - 1 for the lOOnthsMaythrough
October and zero elsemere;

cold storage holdings as reported at the end of the lOOnthin product
weight (100,000 poonds);

per capita spending at eating and drinking places;

short-term interest rate charged to prime lending customers;

fresh and frozen imports reported in product weight (100,000
POOnds);and

DVF= dummyvariable for seasonality - 0 for months June through October
and 1 elsewhere.

LO =

PF =

IF =

WP =

DVS =

ST =

PCS=
SIR =
I =

Note: - all prices are deflated by a subcomponent of the producer price
index, i.e., the component for meat, poultry and fish.

- the numerical post-scripts (i.e., 1, 2, ••• , 8) identify the size
category of shrimp. For example, PB1 is the price of brown
shrimp that have fewer than 15 shrimp per pound.
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Description of Summary Statistics:
R2 = the coefficient of determina.tion adjusted for the degrees of

freedan;
DF = the number of degrees of freedan;
MSE = the mean square error; and
F-ratio = the statistic that measures the overall statistical significance

of the equation
Note: - the t-statistics for the respective coefficients are presented in

parantheses below the coefficients.

<15 (size category 1)
PB1 = .196 = .94 WP3 + .01 L03 - .73 DVS

(22.9) (3.1) (2.1)
R2 = .82 DF = 16 MSE = .034 F-ratio = 181.3

F-ratio = 199.2

F-ratio = 1609.2

P01 = -.091 + .77 WP3 + .012 L03 + .047 PCS + .012 DVS
(14.3) (3.5) (2.9) (2.6)

R2 = .81 DF = 115 MSE = .034 F-ratio = 118.8
PF1 = - .146 + .94 WP3 + .27 ST

(19.6) (2.0)
R2 = .77 DF = 117 MSE = .043

15-20 (size category 2)
PB2 = .08 + .86 WP2 - .0054 LB3 - .011 SIR + .0025 L03

(90.2) (6.6) (3.3) (2.6)
R2 = .99 DF = 114 MSE = .002 F-ratio = 2263.5

P02 = .119 + .86 WP2 - .010 pes - .012 SIR + .331 - .0019 LB3
(~7.9) (1.9) (2.46) (2.3) (1.8)
R = .98 DF = 113 MSE = .003 F-ratio = 950.9

PF2 = -.094 + .944 PB2 + .12 ST
(54.5) (2.4)

R2 = .97 DF = 116 MSE = .005
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21-25 (sizecategory3)
PB3 = .304+ .85 WP3 - .0054LB3 - .011SIR - .012PCS - .08 ST(54.0) (6.1) (2.5) (2.9) (2.2)

R2 = .98 DF = 114 MSE = .003 F-ratio= 1106.3
P03 = .145+ .81WP3 - .019PCS - .0021LB3 + .34 I(45.3) (3.8) (2.5) (2.3)

R2 = .91 DF = 115 MSE = .004 F-ratl0= 942.5
PF3 = -.105+ .93 PB3 +.34 I - .034DVF + .09 ST(48.3) (2.3) (2.3) (1.8)

R2 = .96 DF = 115 MSE = .004 F-ratl0= 141.5

26-30 (sizecategory4)
PB4 = .228+ .90 WP3 - .002 (LB2+ LB3) - .018PCS - .10 ST

(55.5) (4.9) (4.3) (3.1)
R2 = .98 DF = 114 MSE = .003 F-ratl0= 1294.2

po4 = -.243+ .93 PB4 + .03 PCS - .006L04
(22.1) (3.2) (1.9)

R2 = .81 DF = 115 MSE = .018 F-ratio= 264.1
PF4 = .003= .91 PB4 - .056DVF + .26 I(60.9) (5.4) (2.1)

R2 = .91 DF = 115 MSE = .003 F-ratl0= 1339.2

31-40 (sizecategory5)
PB5 = .263+ .91 WP5 - .012PCS - .002LB6 - .25 I - .046DVS - .11 ST(39.9) (2.4) (3.1) (1.9) (3.1) (2.4)

R2 = .91 DF = 112 MSE = .003 F-ratio= 511.6
P05 = .024+ .88 WPS + .011LB6 - .003LB5 - .012 DVS

(22.8) (4.6) (2.6) (2.3)
R2 = .83 DF = .114 MSE = .020 F-ratio= 138.1

PF5 = .052+ .84 PB5 - .048DVF + .011PCS - .09 ST
(40.9) (3.1) (2.9) (2.1)

R2 = .96 DF = 114 MSE = .003 F-ratio= 118.3

41-50 (sizecategory6)
PB6 = .227+ .90 WP6 - .019PCS - .10ST + .0036L05 - .25 DVS(42.2) (4.8) (2.6) (2.1) (2.0)

R2 = .91 DF = 113 MSE = .002 F-ratio= 101.6
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po6 = -.018 + .82 WP6 + .0055 LB6 - .077 VS
(15.1) (2.8) (2.1)

R2 = .67 DF = 115 MSE = .028 F-ratio = 76.8
PF6 = .269 + .77 WP6 - .18 ST - .012 PCS - .014 LF6

(34.1) (4.7) (2.9) (2.6)
R2 = .94 DF = 114 MSE = .003 F-ratio = 440.9

51-67 (size category7)
PB7 = .265+ .83 WP7 - .027 PCS + .004 L07 - 0.55 DVS + .0039 LB6 - .0018LB7

(28.6) (5.4) (3.2) (4.4) (3.7) (2.3)
R2 = .92 DF = 109 MSE = .003 F-ratio = 200.0

P07 = .133+ .71 PB7(11.6)
R2 = .54 DF = 114 MSE = .016

PF7 = .152 + .531 PB7 - .36 ST + .025 PCS + .052 DVF
(13.8) (7.3) (5.3) (3.3)

R2 = .82 DF = 111 MSE = .005 F-ratio = 125.9

)67 (size category8)
pBB = -.125 + .52 wp8 - .0014LB8 + .2 ST

(14.4) (5.8) (3.2)
R2 = .70 DF = 113 MSE = .008

ro8 = .061 + .36 WP8 - .006 LB8(7.3) (2.0)
R2 = .33 DF = 114 MSE = .015

F-ratio = 87.6

F-ratio - 28.6
PF8 = -.228 + .50 wp8 + .048 SIR + .0008LB8 - .55 I

(12.1) (6.0) (3.1) (2.3)
R2 = .62 DF = 112 MSE = .011 F-ratio = 46.3
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Appendix Table A.2

Price Flexibility Estimates at the Mean

By Model by Size Category

Brown Shrimp other Species Florida
Model Model Model

<15 NA NA NA

15-20 -0.015 -0.0(17 IN

21-25 -0.022 -0.011 IN

26-30 -0.017 IN IN

31-40 -0.010 -0.019 IN

41-50 NA 0.035 NA

51-67 -0.012 IN IN

)67 -0.005 -0.028- 0.037

NA- There was no significant correlation between price am lamings

IN - The model was specificied with prices of species other than brown shrimp as

a function of brown shrimp prices.
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